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Warren Ellis pop culture rolled over and died some time ago. some people actually think  
introduction to Marilyn Manson is scary, that Kurt Cobain had something to do with  
Channel Zero rebellion, that Bret Easton Ellis is a dangerous writer, that it’s a good thing 
by Brian Wood that you can buy McDonald’s in Prague, that movies are somehow relevant to our 
lives. /// television is our stage and our anaesthetic. real life happens on television in 
preference to our homes and streets. people resolve their relationships on freakshow  
chatshows instead of in living rooms or beds or even goddamn bars. /// and it spreads.  
Rupert Murdoch beams his shit into Asia, English children are taught that Z is pronounced 
Zee by goddamn Barney, and all of a sudden, world cultures become the Monoculture, the same 
conversation, the same clothes, the same show. all tuned to Channel Zero. /// and, all over 
the world, one by one, we quit fighting it. we sit and we put the book we’re reading down and 
laugh at the arseholes on Jerry Springer, snigger at Matthew Perry, get our news managed for 
us by cnn, and suddenly we’re like all the rest. we’re in cultural lockstep, taking holidays 
in other people’s misery, asking for our stinking badges, dead heads nodding over  
phosphordot fixes. /// someone’s remembered what comics are for. /// in goddamn America, of 
all places. /// meet Brian Wood. /// over here in comics, things are different, you see. 
sometimes we’re an outlaw medium. sometimes we’re just the preferred tiny place for  
neurotics and losers to gibber in. either way, we’re an outside art, a fringe medium watched 
by no one but the more voracious cultural commentators and the aficionados. we don’t have 
huge corporations trembling at our every movement, because we make no money compared to the 
other visual narrative media. that vast commercial pressure isn’t brought to bear on comics. 
which means, often, that we can say what we want without rich men’s scissors attacking our 
work until it’s safe for little Tommy in Dogshit, Nebraska. i hate little Tommy in Dogshit, 
Nebraska. i want to kill little Tommy in Dogshit, Nebraska. and so does Brian Wood. ///  
Brian Wood remembers how to be angry. he remembers how to wake up in the morning and look 
out at this plastic MTV-soundtracked world we’ve agreed to exist in and get pissed off with 
it. and he goes to his desk and makes buzzing, scratchy, shuddering people, the innards of 
the people-shaped things he sees lockstepping down the street outside, and he puts them in a 
crazed, broken America that really is just the America we know seen through a cleaner  
window, and he makes those people move the way they should. he makes them talk about  
revolution. he makes them spark and snarl and scheme and scream the way pop culture icons 
are supposed to. they rant and rail against the dying of the light the way people should. 
/// the longer Channel Zero runs, the purer it becomes. it grows dominated by symbols, huge 
dark images of a beaten world filled with a beaten generation, the place that, like Ginsberg 
howled, saw its best minds destroyed. black things grow out of the pages, looming over and 
burying Jennie 2.5 and Channel Zero’s other hopeful monsters. the semiotics of a heartdead 
world hit like gunfire — but, in the interstices, you begin to hear music. anger and passion 
rise up again. /// for all its black and white somber mien, Channel Zero is, to me, one of 
the most uplifting comics of the nineties. Channel Zero is about winning. it’s about  
learning how to give a shit again, about finding ways to make things better. it’s about  
anger as a positive force of creation. it’s about your right to not have to live in the 
world they’ve built for you. /// it’s about turning off the television.



























































































































































Toward A Definition 
of the Decorational 
(In Real Time)

DENISE GONZALES CRISP

Someday I hope to be able to quote myself. —Denise Gonzales Crisp

I am at the beginning. Yes, right this moment, starting on this page I set out to

understand an impulse, to investigate something I suspect to be true about graphic

design. I have an hypothesis of sorts. That’s something. Maybe it’s not much more

than a hunch, a sense. Maybe it’s just a hope. But it could evolve, as pronounce-

ments will, into a theory, a model methodology, a revolution! I have named this

hypothesis the “decorational.” This is where I am.

I am also, just now, stepping into what I will claim as my design research.

I am not a scientist or systems analyst or an historian. But I am a designer—pre-

disposed to invent, to make something out of nothing, to connect things to other

things to surprising, and if I may say not untrue, ends. My design, my experience,

perspective and values all crowd this threshold, this now moment. The means, the

hypothesis and the intent convene here to spark a departure toward the

unknown.

My inquiry then is two-pronged: the content of the research and the

process of making it research are emerging simultaneously, in real time. And so

the goal is two-fold. To give substance to the hypothesis so a theory of the deco-

rational might serve the discipline, at least moreso than if it were to remain in my

head. And to demonstrate that design itself can be research, or that design

research is this, here. Right now. . .

My position is predictably unformed and likely unsatisfactory. So be it. I

am alone in my laboratory, examining what I know, holding it up to existing

knowledge. I am working on my experiments, a bit mad in this way, insulated. Not

unlike Le Corbusier who in 1925 asserted that “we have now identified decorative

art as commensurate with the art of the engineer” [Corbusier 1925, 76].

Just before that he wrote (as if to ground his claim in logic): “Since we are

sensitive to the harmony that brings repose, we recognize an object that is in har-

mony with our limbs. When a and b are equal to c, a and b are equal to each other.

In this case, a = human-limb objects; b = our sense of harmony; c = our body. Thus

human-limb objects are in accord with our sense of harmony in that they are in

accord with our bodies” [76]. 

I trust you will believe me when I say I am no Corbusier. Unlike him, I value

ornament for its own sake. But like him I believe designers invent out of one
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moment toward a truer one. His ideal

cities (contemporaine! radieuse!) were

necessary fantasies and finally radical

alternatives for radical times. “If the

hard life of this machine age makes us

bitter that is because a page has been

turned; we have a new existence, one

which is not so very playful” [42].

The machine proposed solu-

tions that could deliver us from tor-

tured frivolity: “Purity, economy, the

reach for wisdom. A new desire: an aes-

thetic of purity of precision, of expres-

sive relationships setting in motion the

mathematical mechanisms of our spir-

it: a spectacle and a cosmogony” [114].

Tools constructed from material and

manufacturing truth would extend

human reach: “The steel in our hands

was the machine; with the machine

came calculation; with calculation, the

solution of a hypothesis; with the solu-

tion of a hypothesis, the resolution of a

dream” [51].

In 1928, cowhide, steel and

chrome tubing coalesced in what we

might call a chaise lounge, what

Corbusier named a “relaxing machine.”

Hyperbolic, critical, righteous, contagious: his ideas were extreme and—as with

most research—manifest a finite perspective. The micro view necessarily shuts

out other views for the duration of its discovery. Like Corbusier (but not) I have

my suspicions, my experiments, my radiant microcosms representing what I see

as possible and necessary in the now world.

My hypothesis of the decorational leads me here: “Modern decorative art

is not decorated” [84]. Corbusier theoretically dismantled ornament in his series

of 1925 essays collectively titled The Decorative Arts of Today. Before Corbusier

was born his beloved machines were stamping out versions of Louis XVI chairs like

so many pennies. Rabid automation (and exploited labor) of bad-quality goods is

exactly the sort of thing that motivated the Arts and Crafts movement’s various

attempts to reinvest handicraft with honor and social value—anathema to

machine manufacturing of the late nineteenth century. So ornamented chairs,

rugs, spoons, even buildings—stuff made by craftsmen of conscience—carried
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CORN + COMMUNITY

The Fourth Monday of Every Month

Community Meal
June–August 
5:30–6:30 in the afternoon
Barbecue + Bounce 
Lititz Mennonite Church
165 Front St, Lititz, PA 17543
Parking Lot



BANANAS + FRIENDS

Community Meal = Barbecue + Bounce 
Lititz Mennonite Church : 165 Front St, Parking Lot

June–August : 5:30–6:30 in the afternoon

The Fourth Monday of Every Month



CARROT + SHARE IT

The Fourth Monday of Every Month

Community Meal
June–August, 5:30–6:30 pm
Barbecue + Bounce 
Lititz Mennonite Church
165 Front St, Parking Lot



PEPPER + POW WOW

Community Meal = Barbecue + Bounce 

June–August : 5:30–6:30 in the afternoon
Lititz Mennonite Church : 165 Front St, Parking Lot

The Fourth Monday of Every Month



BROCCOLI + CONVO

Community Meal = Barbecue + Bounce 
Lititz Mennonite Church : 165 Front St, Parking Lot
June–August : 5:30–6:30 in the afternoon

The Fourth Monday of Every Month
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